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JSR:  Technical chronicle of the space age since 1989
- started out weekly, now more like monthly (I got busier)
- covers worldwide satellite launches
- latest updates at http://planet4589.org/

New (since 2014)
Annual summary of space activities



  

planet4589.org website

- Definitive database of spaceflight history
Examples

Orbital launch list

Satellite
catalog



  



  



  

“I have a big library at home.”

“Oh, like, a couple of bookcases?...”

“Well, it's a bit more than that...”



  

Bay 1 (Astrophysics) and 2 (Rocket Launches, Shuttle missions)



  

Bay 2 and 3  (Rocket launches)



  

Jonathan McDowell's Archive of Astronautics Technical History
Brickbottom Artists Building, Somerville, MA, USA

 -  Scope: What actually happened in our exploration of outer space?

 -  What rockets were launched?  
 -  What satellites went into space? What did they do?

 
My goal is to preserve the technical details of the early space age.
What exactly happened on all the early rocket launches and satellite 
missions?

SIZE:     920 linear feet   Space
              450 linear feet   Astrophysics
               



  

What do I do with it?

- Monthly internet newsletter since 1989

- Web site with the comprehensive list of rocket launches and satellites, extracted 
from info in the collection 

(above two are the ultimate source of much of the spaceflight data in Wikipedia)

-  Published articles (if only I had more time)

-  The Book  (someday)

-  Answer questions from public, industry, government, media 



  

Some questions I have been asked recently:

“I'm writing an article on the recently declassified GAMBIT 4352
spy satellite which flew in 1982. What did people figure out at the 
time?”   - academic researcher

“How many countries have launched satellites?”  - journalist

“This Transtage satellite recently disintegrated in orbit; it was launched 
in 1969. What was its serial number? (so we can call it by its correct 
name)”  - NASA 

“What is the difference between Suisei, the 1985 Japanese comet 
probe, and the Suisei in the name of the new Japanese Mercury 
mission?”  (answer: same transliteration, different Kanji) - me

“What is the fraction of communications satellites now, and back in the 
1960s?” - journalist

“Please review this analysis of Chinese space activity in 2014” - 
US/China Trade Commission

Some media I've talked to recently:  BBC, 60 Minutes, io9.com, NPR, 
… 



  

Collection areas:

Books
  -  NASA publications       rare, but now mostly available scanned
  - European Space Agency  rare
  -  Astronaut bios              common
  -  US space program       mostly common
  - Russian space program   rare, many Russian language books
  - Other space topics         some quite rare; overall collection is
                                           extensive but not unique

Journals and magazines
   - Trade publications
   -  Russian magazines
   - NASA, ESA periodicals
   - British Interplanetary Society

Documents
   - Rocket launches                             - unique collection, uniquely organized
   - Organizations and launch sites       - unique collection
   - US human spaceflight missions      - 70% available online, some rare



  

Problems:

  - Government collections (e.g. NASA, NRO) only collect their own stuff, 
and often lose even that

  - Corporate collections (e.g. McDonnell Douglas) often destroyed/lost 
during mergers

 -  Academic historians are trained to focus on people and policy. They 
are usually not interested in robots. Many official histories therefore 
stop, or at least become highly superficial, once the rocket leaves the 
pad

 - Internal documentation usually extensive during planning phase, but 
post launch analysis often not well archived, and final fate of a long 
mission sometimes not well recorded (since team is let go at that point). 
Bottom line: easier to find what was planned than what really happened

   



  

Sources:

Print:    Internet
Purchase:  Amazon, Abebooks, 2nd hand bookstores
                  Magazine subscriptions, ebay
Xerox:       Academic and observatory libraries
 
Visit (and xerox): National and institutional archives
  -  NatArchives, NASA, NRO, Vandenberg Air Force Base, CNES-Toulouse, ISRO-        Bangalore, ISAS-
Tokyo, UK Science Museum archive, Deutsches Museum, BUAA-Beijing

Acquire data/email/documents:
   Contacts in TsUP-Moscow, NASA-Houston, USAF, Aerospace Corporation, etc.
   Harassing phone cold calls to relevant space managers/engineers 

Beg, Borrow, Steal, get donated:
                 Library discard piles
                 Program managers' bookshelves (with permission)
                 Retirees' garages

 



  

Still collecting:

 - Post-launch/post-mission technical reports
 - Satellite apogee engine types (almost complete)
 - Satellite & upper stage dry masses (for debris studies)
 - Trajectories for near-orbital stages ( 150 > perigee > -1000 km ) & launch failures
 - Suborbital rocket launch times [74% complete for 28500 launches]
 - Orbital launch times [missing 13 failures, approx values for 58 orbital ones, out of 
5295 total attempts – 98.6% complete]
 - LV and upper stage serial numbers (to give orbiting rocket bodies unique names)
 - Drop point locations for air- and sea- launched rockets
 - Deorbit locations for actively deorbited spacecraft



  

THANK YOU!!
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